Easy Brine Mixing System
Advanced on-line brine mixing solutions

Multi function brine mixing system
Fast and easy mixing process
New Back flush system
Internet connection
Different receipts at different places

Flexible Solutions

Easy to adapt to your machinery

The multipurpose brine mixing system is designed to have high flexibility and compact design
with small footprint. The system is unique because of the many options it can offer, it can be
expanded onto basic system.

New Back flush system provide cleaner and higher
quality Brine mixture.
We adapt the system to the customers´ need. Add-on
tanks, control units and delivery stations according to
customers´ needs.

“TR-850 Injector”
Brine Mixing is essential addition to TR-850
Injector and Easy-Inject “Fish in Fish”.

Tailor - Made Solutions
Standard units with flexibility

This “OnLine” system can be used for all types of salt, both fine salt, sea salt and is automatic mixing
and easy to adjust on a touch screen. It takes dry salt from a silo, water and various other
components or additives and sends it all into the same pipe and at the delivery end the mixing is
ready. With Touch Panel controls, solution strength and mixing time use the control panel to make
recipe programming individually to multiple consumers.

Benefits:
High Quality and cleaner brine
Fast & easy dissolution of the salt
Multiple additives mixing at the same time
Many pre-stored recipes
PC. internet connection
Monitoring by internet
On-line support
The basic system can easily be expanded
Accurate ingredients mixing
Multiple delivery stations
Higher quality product´s
“TR-850 Injector”
Brine Mixing is essential
addition to TR-850 Injector
and Easy-Inject “Fish in Fish”.

Easy Brine Mixing System

Automatic Brine Preparation Easy-Mix Online System.
Mixing of salt and other additives is necessary when using an Injecting Machine. This “OnLine”
system can be used for all types of salt, both fine salt, sea salt. It is automatic mixing and easy to
adjust on a touch screen. It takes dry salt from a silo, water and other components or additives and
transfers the solution into a common transfer line. At the exit gateway the mixture is ready.
With Touch Panel controls, solution strength and mixing time use the control panel to make recipe
programming individually to multiple consumers.
There can be several receptions or consumers spread out in the factory. At each delivery place
solution with preset strength of the different components can be delivered in preset volume. Each
component is measured in milliliters and the solution is uniform.
The multipurpose brine mixing system is designed to have high flexibility and compact design with
small footprint. The system is unique because of the many options it can offer, it can be expanded
onto basic system.
The computer system keeps track of the different users and delivers the correct mixture and
volume, although it is the same basic unit that makes the brine mixture.
The system comes with all necessary fluid containers, pumps, control box, delivery stations and
electronic that is needed to install and run the system. Because of it’s unique construction, it is very
easy to add on units, delivery stations and number of additives and marinates.
Get the latest information and prices through our agent or our main office.

Optimize your investment with custom-made solutions
Traust technology, LLC., has bee a leader in the development of processing equipment for over 30
years. Our qualified team of engineers, with years of experience, has designed, developed and
installed complete processing plants as well as stand alone systems to suit the exact needs of
processors around the world

www.traust.is traust@traust.is Office phone: +354-516-3000

